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On an Explicit Formula or Class.1 "Whittaker
Functions" on GL over oadic Fields

By Takuro SHINTANI

(Comm. by Kunihiko KODAmA, M. . A., April 12, 1976)

0. "Whittaker functions" on -adic linear groups have been
studied by several authors (see e.g. [2] and [3]). In this note, we
present an explicit ormula for the class-1 "Whittaker functions" on
GL(k), where k is a non archimedean local field.

1o Let k be a finite extension of the p-adic fled , and let be
the ring of integers of k. Choose a generator z of the maximal ideal
of (C) and denote by q the cardinality of the residue class field of k. Set
G--GL(k) and K--GL(G). Then K is a maximal compact open sub-
group of G. The invariant measure of G is normalized so that the
total volume of K is equal to 1. Denote by Lo(G, K) the space of com-
plex valued compactly-supported bi-K-invariant functions on G. Then
Lo(G, K) is a commutative subalgebra of the group ring LI(G) of G.
We denote by N the group of n n upper triangular unipotent matrices
with entries in k. Choose a character of the additive group of k
which is trivial on but not trivial on z-(C). Denote by the same letter

n--1

the character of N given by (x)--[I (X,+l), where x,+ is the
i=l

(i, i / 1) entry of x.
For each algebra homomorphism 2 of Lo(G, K) into C, it is known

that there uniquely exists a function W(g) on G which satisfies the

Wa(xg) qr(x)W(g) (Vx e N),

( 2 ) f W(gx)(x)dx--()W(g) (v e Lo(G, K)),
dG

( 3 ) w() .
The unction W is said to be the class-1 "Whitater function" on

G associated with She homomorphism of Lo(G, K) inSo C.
For each n-tuple f=(fx,f,..,f) of integers, we denote by the

diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal entry is z’ (i=1,...,n). Set
w(f)---W(z). It is known that G- NzXK (disjoint union). To

feg"

evaluate W on G, it is sufficient to know wif) or all f e Z, since W
is right K-invriant and satisfies (1). Since the conductor of is ),
it follows easily rom (1) that w(f) is zero unless fx :>ft._> _>f.

For i= 1, 2, ., n, let be the characteristic unction of the double

following conditions (1), (2) and (3).
(1)
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K-coset KK, where f=(1, 1, ..., 1,0,0, ...,0). It is known that
Lo(G, K) is isomorphic to the polynomial ring generated by , ,. .,.
Set 2=2(), (i=1, 2, ..., n) and choose n complex numbers /,/., ...,
/, so that the i-th elementary symmetric function of /’s is equal to
qtt-/2 (i= 1, 2,. ., n). Let/ be the diagonal matrix whose i-th diag-
onal entry is/ for i=l,2,...,n. Since :0, / e GL(C).

For f----(f,f2,...,f)e Z, denote by Z the character of the irre-
ducible representation of GL,(C) with the highest weight f, if f>_f2
_> _>f. Unless f >_f2>_... >_f, set ;]=0.

Theorem. Notations and assumptions being as above, we have,

W()=qZ__(-) Zs/) (f e ZD,
where

(4) z()=

lfl+n-1 /2fl +n-1

O, otherwise.

/nfl+n-1

Proof. We first prove the following sublemma:
Sublemma. (See Lemma 11 of [4].) Set No=N DK and denote by

I the set of all the n-tuples e=(e,., ...,.) of non-negative integers
which satisfy + + +--i. Further, set No(D
Then we have
(5) K’K= xz’K (disyoint union).

Proof. Set e=(O,O, ...,0,1,1, ...,1). Denote by B the sub-
n-i

group of K consisting of all matrices in K whose subdiagonal entries
are all in . It is known (see [1]) that K= BwB (disjoint union),

where W is the group of all permutation matrices in K. Since
(u’)-B() e K and Bwuw- N’K (Vw e W), KuXK KulaK

BwzetKC Nou’K. Thus the left side of (5) is a subset of the
wW I

right. Since the inverse inclusion relation is obvious, we obtain the
sublemma.

It ollows from the sublemma that if f=(f,f,...,f.) Z and
Af"’f,,

lw(f)= W(x)(x)dx= [No/No(D w(f+D

q-- q-’w(f+).

Set @(f)=q,(-*)X*w(f). We have shown that the function
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on Z satisfies the following system of difference equations:
If f>_f_> _>f,
q*’*-l)/22,(f)= (f+D (l_<i_<n),

(6)
If f=(A,f,’",fD does not satisfy the inequalities

f>_f2>_ >_f,, (f)--O.
On the other hand, it is known (see e.g. [5]) that the function
given by (4), satisfies the following system of equations:

Z,(Z)ZAZ)= Z/.(Z) if A>_f>_"" >_f.

Our definition of Z implies x,(/)= q*(*-)/2,. Thus, as functions on Z,
(f) and X](/) satisfy the same system of difference equations (6).
However, the solution of the equation system (6) is unique, up to a
constant factor. Since (0)--X0(/)-l, we have ,v(f)-x](/).
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